Blue Key Launches Idaho Boosting Picture Projects
Will Place Views of Campus in State House, High Schools

Movie Sponsored Service Honorary to Seek Administration Aid In Financing Plan

Bible on the Bookshelf and the Story of the Secret of the Book are the most recent additions to the program of the Idaho Library Association's annual meeting. The association meets at the State Capitol. Idaho's public libraries are included in the Idaho picture project. Several of the libraries have already received the prints of these prints and are expected to be available at the State Capitol for the benefit of the association.

* * *

DEBATE ARTISTS TANGLE AGAIN

In the second round of the debate season, five teams were assigned to the qualified teams of the first round. The six teams are:

1. Idaho State
2. University of Idaho
3. Whitworth College
4. University of Oregon
5. Boise High
6. Boise State

The debate season begins with the official start of Idaho's government. The teams will be assigned to the qualified teams of the first round. The six teams are:

1. Idaho State
2. University of Idaho
3. Whitworth College
4. University of Oregon
5. Boise High
6. Boise State

* * *

Non-Essentials Crowd Majors For First Place

The Idaho State University debate team won the first place at the Idaho State University debate tournament. The team, consisting of four students, captured the championship with a score of 700. The Idaho State team was led by Charles A. Young, the president of the Idaho State debate society.

* * *

Convinces His Queen's Uppy He Meant Alright, Anyway

It was a good day for the Idaho State University debate team. They won the championship with a score of 700. The team was led by Charles A. Young, the president of the Idaho State debate society. The team consisted of four students, all of whom were majoring in non-essentials.

* * *

Smokemike Blazin Damnation

The Idaho State University debate team won the championship with a score of 700. The team was led by Charles A. Young, the president of the Idaho State debate society. The team consisted of four students, all of whom were majoring in non-essentials.

* * *

FOOTBALL AWARDS GIVEN TOMORROW

Vandals and Frosh Grid Men to Get Sweaters at Assembly

The Idaho State University football team will receive sweaters at the annual football awards ceremony. The ceremony will be held at the Idaho State University Field House. The team will be presented with sweaters, which will be given to each player on the team. The sweaters will be presented by the Idaho State University Football Association.

* * *

FROSH DEBATERS WILL MEET W.S.C.

First Year Speech Argues For W.S.C. In Two Categories

Beavers Bide Dust At 23 Friday; Turn Tables In Second

Saturday's late at Potlatch as Saturday's late at Potlatch as Idaho's football season winds down. The Idaho State University football team will face the Western State College team in a game that will be officially known as the Idaho State University Football Association's final game of the season. The game will be held at the Idaho State University Field House. The team will be presented with sweaters, which will be given to each player on the team. The sweaters will be presented by the Idaho State University Football Association.
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GROUP COUNCIL IS FUNCTIONING

Elois A. Warm, Editor

The zero value of the last five digits has given the game of football a new lease on life and affords enjoyment. Students who have not been enthusiastic about the game may be seen away from the field, watching the game on TV screens, or discussing the latest news about their favorite team. This change in the game's popularity is due to the increased number of professional players and the higher level of competition. The consequence of this trend is a positive impact on the game's economy and support from the local community.
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Dishonest Schools Doomed

Honor System Supported

SIGMA XI CHAPTER GRANTED TO W. S. C.
Scientific Research Honorary Votes in Favor of Fullman Request

CAMPUS

BARBER SHOP

On The Campus

Slippery Slide

After these exhilarating pastimes there is nothing quite so good as our delicious lunches

The Oriole's Nest

Idaho's Center

“The Makropoulos Secret”

FEATURING THE Moroni Olsen Players

IN THEIR FINAL SHOWING

January 18

The Moroni Olsen Players will stage their last production before a December scene in the realistic fantasy by Karel Capek. The Repertory Company POSITIVELY will not appear here again next or next year.

UNIVERSITY AUDITORIUM

Reservations $1.50, $2.00, 75c;
Ticket sale—Friday, 17th in Ad 102A and Saturday, 18th at Hodges'